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Commander Frank Borman leads the way for fellow
astronauts Jim Lovell and Bill Anders as they leave
the suit up room for the launch pad for the Apollo 8
mission. Borman, a Rotarian, took something special
with him as he orbited the Moon...
Learn more in our Rotary in Space feature on page 11
Photo: NASA Commons
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ON MY MIND
Despite the huge advances
in technology during the last
20 years, I don’t think I will
ever lose the sense of awe
and wonder I had for space
exploration as a child. Many
years ago, we printed a list of
famous or influential Rotarians
over the years. I remembered
seeing Neil Armstrong on
that list, but when I heard that we have an active
Rotarian in Cape Town who was part of the Apollo
11 mission, I knew I had to dig some more.
It was a fascinating search that literally took three
weeks to complete as I had to find information, crossreference and fact check. I also had to try and track
down our Apollo 11 Rotarian and thankfully found his
publicist, who quickly helped me with the information
I needed.
While I knew there were many Rotary connections
with space exploration, I was astounded at just how
many I unearthed - probably enough to almost fill this
magazine. However, I have kept it to what I could verify,
but I am certain that when you read this feature, you
too will be amazed and a little prouder to be a Rotarian.
The next step is to investigate the possibility of
sustaining human life on Mars and this, after much
reading, is not as far-fetched as I assumed. There is a
strong possibility it could work, which is why next year’s
Mars Mission should yield some exciting findings. In
the meantime, I was fascinated to see the photos that
previous and current Mars rovers have taken, as well as

Sarah van Heerden, editor
the artists’ impressions that NASA provided. I can’t wait
to see what the next mission finds and delivers!
I have often argued with members who are ‘anticonvention’ and district conferences, stating they are a
massive waste of money and have no value. While I
respect their opinions, I personally, and quite strongly,
disagree. I have yet to walk away from a district
conference without feeling that I have learnt something,
that my mind and perception of the world around me
has been broadened.
These events are not events for the sake of having
events. They are a place where you learn and connect
with our organisation. They are also places where
you go to connect with people, make friends and find
partners for the grand plans you have to bring change to
your community. They are a source of inspiration. Most
importantly, they are fun.
I have yet to attend a Rotary Convention, but every
year as I have monitored the news from the event, I
have had a serious case of ‘wish-I-was-there’!
We join Rotary to be part of something bigger than
ourselves; to be part of a global movement and network
and this is why these events are important. Without the
relationships we build as we connect across our districts
and the world, we would not be Rotary. Without those
connections, we may as well belong to a friends of our
community-style club. If we are not willing to uphold
the spirit of Rotary and embrace the connections and
friendships it offers, we would not be Rotarians. So, if
you are able to, why not look at attending the Honolulu
Convention next year? … And take your camera,
because I want to see the photos!

Discover

Aloha

through Culture
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION

President’s message
Dear Fellow Rotarians and members of the family of Rotary,
Here in the United States, another summer is winding down. And for the Maloney family, every
summer ends with a return to my hometown of Ridgway, Illinois, for the annual Popcorn Day
festival, where I am honoured to serve as the “Popcorn King,” the master of ceremonies for
the day’s events.
Regardless of the season, every family has its own traditions. I would like to suggest a new one
for yours: Find an opportunity to introduce your family to Rotary. One of my family’s traditions is to
take our daughters and grandsons to the Rotary International Convention. The 2020 convention in
Honolulu will be a wonderful way to introduce your children and grandchildren to the internationality
of Rotary. We are planning many family-oriented
events for everyone to enjoy.
Any time is a fabulous time to bring family
members on a Rotary service project or to a
fundraising event. But perhaps you have not seen
many family-friendly events at your club. That is
precisely why one of my top priorities this year is
to make most Rotary events welcoming to family
members.
We must foster a culture where Rotary does not
compete with family, but complements it. We should
never expect our members to choose between the
two. That means being realistic in our expectations,
considerate in our scheduling and welcoming of
children at Rotary events on every level.
Often, the young professionals that Rotary needs
to attract in order to remain a dynamic 21st-century
service organisation are the very people who have
the greatest family responsibilities. We must not
keep these prospective young members away from
their families by holding events on evenings and
weekends at which their children are not welcome.
For too long, we have closed the doors of many
Rotary events to children and sometimes even spouses. What wasted opportunities these are! Every
chance we have to pass on the gift of Rotary to young people is one we must take if we are going to
grow Rotary and ensure that the next generation is fully engaged in our mission.
So let us open our doors and do it in a fun way, with opportunities that make our children and
grandchildren want to learn more about Interact, Rotaract and Rotary membership. Start small if you
must - perhaps by holding some of your meetings at more family-friendly times - but think about how
you can continue these kinds of events for years to come.
Bringing children to Rotary events is not just fun; it also exposes them to the world! Make this a
memorable year for your family - and an unforgettable year for the ever-expanding family of Rotary
as Rotary Connects the World.

MARK DANIEL MALONEY
President, Rotary International
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A message from

The Rotary Foundation Trustee Chair

Gary CK Huang

Ni hao, Rotarians!

I hope you are making plans for the upcoming Rotary
International Convention. Rotarians who live near the
Pacific Ocean are especially excited! Next year’s event
is in beautiful Hawaii and I know everyone is eager to
make the journey to that island paradise.
So “give me five” by signing up right now for the Honolulu
convention if you haven’t already - and make a plan for how
you are going to help The Rotary Foundation reach new
heights in 2019. We are transforming lives everywhere and
it’s all because of you.
We remind you often about the importance of giving to
the Annual Fund. These donations are making the world a
better place, not just by helping to end polio now and forever.
Your donations make every type of Rotary grant around
the world possible. But many of you don’t know something
just as important: Contributing to the Rotary Endowment
ensures our future. I hope you will consider creating your
own legacy by making a gift to the endowment. The idea
behind it is simple and very powerful. Rotary’s Endowment
supports Foundation programmes today and into the future.
We have a goal of $2.025 billion by 2025. We will reach

ROTARY
AT A
GLANCE
As at 15 August 2019

that goal with your support. And once we do, amazing things
will be possible. Just by drawing from the annual investment
earnings, the Foundation will have about $100 million every
year - year after year - for all kinds of life-changing and lifesaving projects. This will be an amazing accomplishment
and will truly secure our Foundation long into the future.
This month, I want to give out two very special highfives. The first goes to the Rotary Club of Taipei Roundtable.
Members collected and donated $10 000 to End Polio Now
during the installation ceremony for Club President Jeff Lin.
Then, during a changeover ceremony a few days later,
District 3750 in Korea inducted six new Arch Klumph Society
members, bringing their total to eight. Congratulations for the
outstanding job by new District Governor Yun Young-Jung!
The generosity of Rotarians continues to give my life
great joy and purpose and I hope it does for you as well.

ROTARY

ROTARACT

INTERACT

Members:

Members:

Members:

Clubs:

Clubs:

1 205 049
35 927

157 520
9520

567 387
Clubs:

24 669

RCCs
Corps:

10 615
• Increase
• Decrease

service above self

The Object of Rotary

The Object of Rotary is to encourage and foster
the ideal of service as a basis of worthy enterprise
and, in particular, to encourage and foster:
First. The development of acquaintance as an
opportunity for service;

Fourth. The advancement of international
understanding, goodwill, and peace through a
world fellowship of business and professional
persons united in the ideal of service.

The Four-Way Test
Of the things we think, say or do:

Second. High ethical standards in business and
professions; the recognition of the worthiness of
all useful occupations; and the dignifying of each
Rotarian’s occupation as an opportunity to serve
society;

1) Is it the TRUTH?

Third. The application of the ideal of service in each
Rotarian’s personal, business, and community life;

4) Will it be BENEFICIAL to all concerned?
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2) Is it FAIR to all concerned?
3) Will it build GOODWILL and BETTER
FRIENDSHIPS?

Learn more about Rotary at:
www.rotary.org

The Foundation

OUR POLIO
MILESTONE
By Andrew Jaeger, Regional Rotary Foundation Coordinator,
Zone 20A South

Business as usual will not get us to the finish line!
Eradicating Polio is the highest priority for Rotary
International. We are on the verge of making history,
but we are not there yet.
We have come a long way but there are issues
hindering our final breakthrough. The main problem is
that not every child is reached by the massive national
immunisation campaigns (NIC) that are held every few
months. This is why we are calling on districts, clubs
and all Rotarians to make a special effort and contribute
to help to end this dreaded disease... now!
We need your help - failure is not an option and we
cannot stop or lose momentum.
In Pakistan, national elections, political unrest and
attacks on health workers have decreased the reach and
effectiveness of the vaccination campaigns. There has
also been an increase in people refusing the vaccine.
All this has resulted in new polio cases being reported.
Another problem is unsafe water, poor sanitation and
access to basic health services.
People face far more immediate health threats than
the now-slim chance of contracting polio and don’t
understand why vaccinators only arrive with polio
drops. Since the government began several years ago
to jail parents who do not comply, the opposition has
gone underground, with parents hiding their children or
using fake finger markings to pretend they have been
vaccinated.
Reaching every last child has been a guiding
principle of the Global Polio Eradication Initiative
(GPEI), of which Rotary is a member. Thanks to
unwavering commitment from countries, partners,
Rotarians, stakeholders, donors and health workers
around the world, wild poliovirus now survives in just a
handful of districts in Pakistan and Afghanistan - these
two countries are considered one epidemiologic block.
Our End Polio Now strategy was developed with the
Gates Foundation using a consultative process and
incorporated input from all the eradication stakeholders.
We can successfully end this disease once and for all
and secure a sustainable win for humanity. Together,
we will create a world where no child will be paralysed
by polio ever again!
Looking back, the Polio Eradication and Endgame
Strategic Plan 2013-18 enabled the world to achieve

critical wins in cornering the disease by pursuing wild
poliovirus and circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus in
parallel.
From cold chain improvements to surveillance, new
vaccine development and increased community-based
collaboration, polio eradication efforts have spurred
innovations in immunisation systems and practices.
Although more than 18 million people who would have
been paralysed by polio are walking today as a result
of the eradication programme, we have not yet reached
zero. Our mission to reach every last child remains as
urgent as ever.
If we stop now, within ten years we could see as
many as 200 000 new cases each year, all over the
world. Simply put, children everywhere remain at risk
until polio is eradicated.
The Polio Endgame Strategy 2019-23 will take us
through the final challenges to eradication and lay
the groundwork for a sustainable future free of polio.
The current endgame strategy builds on the lessons
that have been learned; it takes stock of all the
knowledge, tools and approaches the programme has
built over the years.
The strategy is a critical, self-reflective review
that addresses ongoing challenges, prepares
countries to respond to unexpected challenges
and looks to leverage opportunities – all as we
continue adapting our strategies to defeat this virus.
We have the proven tools for eradication and all the
building blocks are in place that have helped make 99
percent of the world polio-free. The strategy also builds
on these time-tested tools and tactics with a renewed
focus on technological, social, management and
organisational innovation.
The strategy also calls for increased collaboration to
help strengthen immunisation systems and to address
the broader needs of communities which are deprived
of basic services in addition to the polio vaccine. All
this forms part of our efforts to support polio-affected
countries in moving towards universal health coverage.
The GPEI is committed to weaving together best
practices, programmatic improvements and innovations
across the partnership, including with Gavi, the Vaccine
Alliance, governments and civil society partners.
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Polio can be relegated to the history books with
the full implementation and financing of the Endgame
Strategy.
However, to achieve this we must dedicate ourselves
fully and irrevocably to one clear goal: a world free of
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polio for all children everywhere.
Business as usual will not get us to the finish line we need a special effort, so please make your donation
to this momentous project by simply going to Rotary.org
and clicking on DONATE.

Public Image

INVEST IN RELATIONSHIPS

By Lee-Ann Shearing, Regional Public Image Coordinator Zone 20A South

You may not be aware that during the last three and
a half months, Zimbabwe has had severe power
outages – currently, we have no power from 5.30am
to 10.30pm every day. We also have a fuel shortage
which is exacerbated by companies and homes
having to rely on generators for power.
Why am I highlighting our plight? The challenges
we face have made our citizens more innovative and
creative as we simplify our lives. We are finding ways
to overcome the challenges. What has impressed me
the most is seeing how many people are returning
to being good neighbours and citizens, by lending a
helping hand to others no matter their circumstances.
Ordinary folk are finding solutions to rise above the
current conditions.
This sounds a lot like Rotarians. Rotarians find
solutions to many of the hardships and suffering faced
by communities around the world. Often the solution is
rooted in a simple idea.
I am reminded of the story of NASA which spent a
heap of money to find a pen that could be used in space.
According to the story, the Russians had a solution they used pencils. Who knows if this story is true or not,
but it does underscore the human weakness of making
life unnecessarily complicated!
Simple ideas are often the entry points to greatness.

What simple ideas do you have for the Rotary month
of Basic Education and Literacy? You can read to a
domestic worker’s children, collect used books for an
orphanage or start a reading room at a local mall so
parents can shop while their little ones are being cared
for. You could hold workshops to teach financial literacy
or constitutional rights or recognise educators who are
making a difference and disrupting the patterns of ‘that
is the way we have always done it’ to improve learning
for all.
However you choose to celebrate the monthly
Rotary themes, know that you are making a difference
in people’s lives. Share your stories with family, friends,
other Rotarians and clubs, your district/regional
newsletters and your Rotary Regional magazines (such
as Rotary Africa). Collect stories from beneficiaries to
encourage more people to get involved.
Storytelling is the simplest form of connecting
and has influenced every generational memory. As
Rotarians, why are we not sharing our stories? We
cannot grow Rotary unless we attract new members
and we will not interest potential members unless we
tell our stories. So, get the word out! Don’t keep it to
yourself. Tell your story so we can connect the world,
attract more members, conduct even more community
service and benefit from the increased publicity.

DATES TO
DIARISE
PUBLIC IMAGE
& ROTARY
AWARENESS
OPPORTUNITIES

7-13 Oct - Rotary Alumni
Reconnect Week
24 Oct - World Polio Day*
9 Nov - Rotary UN Day
*find resources in Brand Centre at rotary.org
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Connecting through

BASIC EDUCATION

It starts at home

By Patrick Coleman - Rotary Club of Luanshya (D9210)

Rotary Governors’ Council of Southern Africa Secretary: 2019-21
“Children have never been very good at listening
to their elders, but they have never failed to imitate
them” ~ James Arthur Baldwin
Never have truer (nor more frightening) words been
spoken!
I am an educator. For more than 40 years I have
been teaching, training, listening to and observing
young people. From young people I have learned much
about their parents… and some of it is frightening!
Basic Education and Literacy starts at home.
About 25 years ago my daughter and a friend were
talking in our house. I walked through the room on the
way to my office and heard the friend use a particularly
offensive racial term. I stopped in midstride and turned
to the youngster. (My daughter said, “Oh oh.”) I told the
guest that language of that kind was not acceptable in
my home. The reply was: “My father says it all the time.”
I went on to explain that the “Everybody does it
excuse” is no reason to lower personal standards and
his language was inappropriate by anyone – father
or child. It did, however, drive home the truth of the
quotation at the beginning of this article: Children
imitate their elders!
My father – whose wisdom was greater than his
tertiary education – told me, “People do not change as
they grow older; they become ‘more so.’ Kind people
become more kind. Stingy people become greedier.
Mean people become meaner and so on.”
He was right! The seeds of our adulthood are
planted in our childhood! The fruit we bear is cultivated
by the parents, grandparents, educators and religious
leaders who tend the garden of our hearts. Knowing
this… How are WE tending the gardens of the hearts
of the young people around us? Are we demonstrating
paths of greatness? Is “The Four-Way Test of the
Things We Think, Say and Do” consistently visible in
our lives? Do the young leaders of tomorrow know that
we tell the truth, act with integrity, reach out improve
our relationships and ensure that others around us are
edified by our actions? Before answering, check the
Facebook and Twitter feeds on your phone. Trust me,
your children (and grandchildren) are reading them.
Basic Education and Literacy starts at home.
Frank A Clark was an American writer, cartoonist
and creator of “The County Parson” sermons. He made
this very poignant statement: There’s nothing that can
help you understand your beliefs more than trying to
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explain them to an inquisitive child.
So, try this: Explain to your children why you are
a Rotarian. What benefits have you received and
what benefits can they expect? Remember, they are
“Millennials” (also known as Generation Y or simply
GenY) and they are looking for an example to imitate
(See the first paragraph). By the way, this is not a new
phenomenon. Socrates said, “Children nowadays are
tyrants. They contradict their parents, gobble their food
and tyrannise their teachers.” It was true in his day and
that was over 2 420 years ago! Where did they learn to
be the “tyrants” of their day? From the adults around
them!
Basic Education and Literacy starts at home.
Where do we go from here? Is all hope lost? Have
we all ruined our children? Chin(s) up! The readers of
this article are – for the most part – Rotarians or people
who have a Rotarian friend who shared this. We are,
generally, good people and The Four-Way Test is
ingrained into our consciences. Our children may see
more than we want them to see, but they also see the
incredible things that we as Rotarians do. In my years as
a counsellor, I have spoken to many perfect parents…
in pre-marital counselling. The only truly “perfect parent”
is the person without any children. They have all the
answers, but they do not know the questions!
Basic Education and Literacy starts at home.
Never lie to your children. They will find out. (Ok…
One exception might be Father Christmas. You can
always explain later that you are Father Christmas)
Keep your social media input limited and make sure
what you say is actually what happened. They’ll know.
They’ll share. They’ll call you out.
Be friendly with their friends. They are with them
more than you are during daylight hours.
Prepare them for life by teaching them responsibilities,
but don’t over-burden them with so much to do that they
can’t have some fun.
Finally, enjoy being with young people! They have
great ideas. They love it when adults include and
encourage them.
Show them that you care about their dreams, goals
and aspirations. Connect with them because Basic
Education and Literacy starts at home.
Final thought! “Children really brighten up a
household. They never turn the lights off” ~ Ralph Bus.

IN DETAIL

ROTARY
IN SPACE

Apollo 11 astronaut Buzz Aldrin stands on
the Moon; 21.5 kilogrammes of samples
were brought back to Earth from that
mission.
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From
the
moon
to mars
This illustration depicts NASA’s Mars 2020 rover on the surface of Mars. The mission, targeted for launch
next year, takes the next step by not only seeking signs of habitable conditions on Mars in the ancient
past, but also searching for signs of past microbial life itself.
On 24 July 1969, Apollo 11 command module
Columbia splashed down in the Pacific, fulfilling
President Kennedy’s goal to land a man on the Moon
and return him safely to Earth. Among the mission’s
many firsts was the acquisition and return of the
first samples from another celestial body. Findings
based on the 21.5 kilogrammes of lunar rock and
soil rewrote the textbooks on both the Moon and
solar system - the samples are still being studied
today by researchers using new and more sensitive
instruments.
With its launch window opening on 17 July 2020,
NASA’s Mars 2020 rover will mark another first: The
rover will not only seek signs of ancient habitable
conditions and past microbial life but will collect rock
and soil samples, storing them on the planet’s surface
for a future mission to retrieve.
“Apollo 11 demonstrated the immense value of
returning samples from other worlds for analysis here
on Earth,” said Thomas Zurbuchen, NASA’s associate
administrator for the Science Mission Directorate.
“Today, we are standing on the shoulders of Apollo,
preparing for the launch of the initial step in humanity’s
first round-trip and sample return from another planet
- Mars.”
The 2020 rover will land at Jezero Crater on 18
February 2021, equipped with a system to cache
science samples in tubes that will be delivered to a safe
drop-off site. Two subsequent missions, currently in the
concept stage, would be needed to bring the Mars 2020
samples home.
One mission would land a rocket (the Mars Ascent
Vehicle) and a spacecraft carrying a rover about the size
of NASA’s Opportunity Mars rover at Jezero Crater. The
rover would gather the cached samples and carry them
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back to the ascent vehicle, which would then launch
the samples into Mars orbit. The other mission (which
would already be in orbit around Mars when the ascent
vehicle launches) would rendezvous with and capture
the orbiting samples, before returning them to Earth.
“NASA and the European Space Agency are
solidifying these exciting mission concepts to retrieve
the samples,” said Zurbuchen. “Just as the first samples
returned to Earth from the Moon’s Sea of Tranquillity
made history, the first samples returned to Earth from
another planet will make history and amaze us all over
again. And those samples will come from Mars’ Jezero
Crater.”
While the significance of being part of the first
step in a sample return mission from another planet
is not lost on anyone involved with Mars 2020, it has
a special significance to John McNamee, Mars 2020
project manager at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
in Pasadena, California.
“I was at the Cape and saw the launch of Apollo
11,” said McNamee. “I remember the sense of awe and
pride I felt watching that Saturn V majestically rise from
the pad. I knew I was watching exploration history. To
be a part of a team determined to do their part to bring
back samples from another planet gives me that same
feeling.”
JPL is building and will manage the operations of
the Mars 2020 rover for the NASA Science Mission
Directorate at the agency’s headquarters in Washington.
NASA will use Mars 2020 and other missions, including
to the Moon, to prepare for human exploration of the
Red Planet.
The agency plans to establish a sustained human
presence on and around the Moon through NASA’s
Artemis lunar exploration plans.

Above: Professor Hal and
Dr Bettye Walker. Left: Prof.
Walker during the Apollo
11 mission. His lunar laser
ranging experiment measured
the distance from the Earth to
the Moon with a laser beam.
One of the major benefits
from the successes of these
experiments is the use of laser
ranging methods to accurately
track the movement of Earth’s
continental plates. This
helps scientists gather data
to assist in predicting major
earthquakes.

SHOOTING THE MOON

He has shot a laser at the moon and helped design a
network of radars to detect missile strikes and laser
targeting. No, he is not the latest sci-fi hero or Bond
villain, but rather an active Rotarian of more than
20 years.
Professor Hildreth (Hal) Walker was part of the
1969 Apollo 11 mission and led the manufacturing,
testing and operation of the Korad K-1500 ruby laser
system during the lunar laser ranging experiment. His
space technology involvements began in 1959 when he
served as a technical member of the RCA Corporation’s
BMEWS (Ballistic Missile Early Warning System),
situated in the Alaskan frontiers to detect Soviet missile
nuclear attacks.
The veteran Rotarian of 24 years, who is currently a
member of the Rotary Club of Downtown Los Angeles
(D5280) and an active honorary member of the Rotary
Club of Blouberg in Cape Town (D9350), also serves
as the president of the National Space Society of South
Africa.
In 1974 Walker joined the Hughes Aircraft Company
where he participated in developing and placing the
first Tactical Laser Target Designator System into
the US Army inventory. He retired in 1989 from the

management team of the Hughes Aircraft Company,
then served as president and CEO of TECH PLUS, a
laser technology consultant group, until 2010.
In 2000, Walker was appointed as a JPL/NASA
Solar System Ambassador. In this role, he participates
as a speaker and specialist in space-related
technology issues, while promoting public education
and development of local community awareness and
benefits regarding space technology and future deep
space exploration. He is also a member of the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA ).
Walker is married to the highly-accomplished Dr
Bettye Davis Walker, an internationally renowned
educational innovator, former university professor and
researcher. Dr Walker is also a member of the Rotary
Club of Downtown Los Angeles and has developed
partnerships with Rotary clubs in Cape Town and
Pretoria. She has also coordinated the establishment
of state-of-the-art computer literacy labs in South Africa.
Together, the Walkers founded the African-American
Male Achievers Network, Inc (A - MAN), an NGO
dedicated to the nurturing of young African-American
and other minority students, with particular emphasis in
science and mathematics.
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In 1997, the couple led a ‘Homecoming for the
Children’ study tour to South Africa, for children aged
nine to 15. During this tour, after meeting the students
and parents, President Nelson Mandela personally
invited Dr and Professor Walker to return to South
Africa and establish a permanent presence of the
A-MAN educational concept.
In 2003, 15-year-old Nomathemba Kontyo of
Gugulethu won an essay competition and, with her
mom, travelled to NASA to be inducted as a junior
astronaut. She was one of 16 learners from five
continents who had been chosen to spend two weeks
with a team of specialist scientists and monitor the rover
missions. Today she has a Masters in Geology.
The Walkers played an instrumental role as they

worked on behalf of NASA, in association with the
MTN Science Centre, to ensure that Nomathemba was
fully computer literate, knowledgeable of all the current
scientific jargon and that she completed the intensive
weekly assignments - a requirement for induction to
mission work at NASA.
More recently, the Walkers opened the first chapter
of the National Space Society (NSS) on the African
continent: the Cape Town Space Society (CTSS). The
official launch took place in February and the Rotary
Clubs of Sea Point and Am Kap (D9350) were among
the launch sponsors. The society has partnered with
the Interact Clubs of Parklands College, Milnerton,
Sinenjongo, Tableview, Bosmansdam, Curro and
Blouberg International High Schools.

A WALK THROUGH SPACE & TIME
Early Rocketry

Dr ROBERT HUTCHINGS GODDARD (1882-1945) is known as one of
the founding fathers of modern rocketry and a pioneer in the theoretical
exploration of space. Goddard was a member of the Rotary Club of
Roswell (D5520), which has figured prominently in the preservation of
his legacy.
The American engineer, professor, physicist and inventor is credited with
creating and building the world’s first liquid-fuelled rocket. He not only
recognised the potential of rockets for atmospheric research, ballistic
missiles and space travel, but was the first to scientifically study, design
and construct the rockets needed to implement those ideas.
Goddard successfully launched his rocket on 16 March 1926,
ushering in an era of space flight and innovation. He and his team
launched 34 rockets between 1926 and 1941, achieving altitudes as
high as 2.6 kilometres and speeds as fast as 885 kilometres an hour.
Although his work in the field was revolutionary, Goddard received little
public support, moral or monetary, for his research and development
work. The press and other scientists ridiculed his theories of spaceflight.
As a result, he became protective of his privacy and his work. More than
200 patents, many of which were issued after his death, covered his
great legacy.
When the United States began to
prepare for the conquest of space in
the 1950s, American rocket scientists
began to recognise the debt owed to
Goddard, as it was virtually impossible
to construct a rocket or launch a
satellite without acknowledging his
work.
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight
Center was named in Goddard’s
honour in 1959. He was also inducted
into the International Aerospace Hall
of Fame in 1966 and the International
Space Hall of Fame in 1976.
In 1969 the Roswell Rotarians built
a recreation of Goddard’s workshop;
in 1995 they funded a reinterpretation
of the Goddard materials: Robert
Hutchings
Goddard:
Dreamer,
Tinkerer, Pioneer.
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Rotary Club of Space
Centre
In the early 1960s, the manned space programme
brought people with diverse backgrounds from different
areas to the space centre area near Houston. The area
fell under the jurisdiction of the Rotary Club of Houston
(D5890) which granted permission for the club to be
formed within its area. The membership included not
only professionals from the manned space programme,
but bankers, developers, lawyers and business owners.
Several astronauts (such as Frank Borman, Gordon
Cooper, Jim Lovell and Buzz Aldrin) and Apollo crew
(James A McDivitt, David R Scott and Russell L
Schweickart) were made honorary members of the
club. In 1966, astronaut Gordon Cooper addressed the
Rotary International Convention in Denver, Colorado,
USA.
At the 1969 International Convention in Honolulu,
Hawaii, astronaut Frank Borman was one of the
featured guest speakers. Borman had joined the
Space Centre club in 1966 and was part of the Apollo 8
mission that was launched on 21 December 1968. This
mission became the first crewed spacecraft to leave low
Earth orbit, reach the Moon, orbit it and return. Less
than five months later, at the Honolulu convention,
Borman presented Rotary International President
Kiyoshi Togasaki (of Japan) a miniature banner of the
Rotary Club of Space Centre. The banner depicted an
astronaut in an Extra-Vehicular Activity of “Space Walk”
while orbiting the Earth and was carried on Apollo 8 as

A miniature of this club
banner was carried by
astronaut and Rotarian
Commander Frank
Borman as Apollo 8
circumnavigated the
Moon in December 1968.
It was presented to the RI
President at the time at
the 1969 Convention in
Honolulu.
it circumnavigated the Moon in 1968.
The banner was displayed at the Rotary International
headquarters in Evanston, but has since been moved to
off-site storage where valuable historical documents and
memorabilia are kept in a properly controlled environment.

Apollo 11 - Lunar landing
On 20 July 1969, Neil Alden Armstrong and Edwin “Buzz”
Aldrin walked on the Moon, while Michael Collins orbited the
moon in the Command and Service Modules. More than half
a billion people were glued to their TVs as they watched as
Neil Armstrong stepped from the Lunar Module, the ‘Eagle’,
and declared, “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap
for mankind.”
The story of the Apollo 11 Mission has been told many times,
but what many don’t realise is that Rotary was there - a piece of
Rotary remains on the lunar surface!
The astronauts collected 21.5 kilogrammes of lunar material
for return to Earth. Collins piloted the command spacecraft until
Armstrong and Aldrin returned just under a day later for the trip
back to Earth.
Apollo 11 effectively ended the Space Race. It fulfilled the
goal that US President, and honorary member of the Rotary
Club of Hyannis (D7950), John F Kennedy set in a speech
before congress in 1961. The goal he set was to land a man on
the Moon and return him safely to the Earth.
The astronauts left behind an American flag, a patch
honouring the fallen Apollo 1 crew and a plaque on one of the
Eagle lander’s legs. It read: Here men from the planet Earth first
set foot upon the moon. July 1969 AD. We came in peace for
all mankind. Buzz Aldrin also planted a pin inscribed with The
Four-Way test on the lunar surface.
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Neil Armstrong

Photo: Facebook

Armstrong (5 August 1930 - 25 August 2012) was an Honorary Member of the Rotary Club of Wapakoneta (D6600,
USA). The United States astronaut, test pilot, naval aviator and the commander of Apollo 11 on 20 July 1969 was
born in Wapakoneta and last November, a historical marker was unveiled outside his family’s home. The current
owner, a retired elementary school principal who bought the property in 1988, was happy to have the marker
installed outside her home. The Rotary Club of Wapakoneta raised the $2 500 needed to complete the marker.

Navy Captain Ronald
Evans
Buzz Aldrin
The Apollo 11 Astronaut is an honorary member of the
Rotary Club of Space Centre (Houston) in District 5890
and has Rotary ‘DNA’. His father, Col Edwin Aldrin Sr,
was a member of the Rotary Club of Spring Lake-Brielle
(D7505) and served as its president.

The Rotary Club of
Downey (D5280)
The Rotarians of Downey, California, USA, were so
proud of the Apollo capsules being built at the North
American Rockwell plant in their town, they featured the
fact on their club banner.
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This NASA astronaut, made his first and only flight
into space as Command Module Pilot aboard Apollo
17 in 1972, the last manned mission to the Moon with
Commander Eugene Cerman and Lunar Module Pilot
Harrison Schmitt. Evans holds the record of most time
spent in lunar orbit and the last person to orbit the moon
alone. In April 1976, Captain Evans retired from the
US Navy and retired from NASA in March 1977. After
moving to Scottsdale, Evans joined the Rotary Club of
Scottsdale (D5495) in 1986.

A space club?
In 1958 the Rotary Club of Moon Township (D7605)
unsuccessfully petitioned Rotary International for the
privilege of organising the first Rotary club on the moon!

Lt. Col. Elison Onizuka
28 January 1986. What began as a day filled
with excitement suddenly turned into one of soulshattering horror as millions, who had gathered
around TVs and radios, witnessed the explosion of
the Challenger Space Shuttle.
All seven crew members died. Among them
was Lieutenant Colonel Ellison Onizuka (39), the
first Buddhist, Hawaiian and Japanese-American
astronaut. It was his second mission. Onizuka was
inducted as an honorary member of the Rotary
Club of Kona (D5000) in March 1985, but his
association with Rotary began much earlier as an
Eagle Scout with Post 26, which was sponsored by
the Rotary club.
The cause of the explosion was a ruptured
O-ring in the right Solid Rocket Booster soon after
launch. The photograph below, taken seconds
after the accident, shows the Space Shuttle Main
Engines and Solid Rocket Booster exhaust plumes
entwined around a ball of gas from the External
Tank. Since shuttle launches had become almost
routine after fifty successful missions, those
watching the launch in person and on television
found the sight of the explosion especially shocking
and difficult to believe until NASA confirmed the
accident.
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ALOHA ROTARY
Say hello to Honolulu, home to the 2020 Rotary International
Convention. And the best way to see this island paradise?
Hang out with local Rotarians and Rotaractors!

by Diana Schoberg

Green sea turtles, called honu in
Hawaiian, are a symbol of good luck
- and of the 2020 Rotary Convention.
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It’s 8am on the island of Oahu and Waikiki Beach is
already bustling. People are clustered in the sunny
patches between the shadows of the beachfront
hotels; there are families with toddlers dashing in
and out of the water, couples drinking coffee and
surfers heading out to catch some early waves.
Swimmers are bobbing lazily in the foam-flecked
ocean or doing laps in the tranquil seas behind the
breakwater known as the Waikiki Wall. The stands
renting snorkels, canoes, boards and other ocean
gear have begun to open; a catamaran glides back
from a morning sail. Yet despite all this activity, the
only thing I can hear is the crash of the surf as it
breaks upon the shore.
I’m with my family taking an exploratory stroll before
we meet with some new Rotary friends for lunch in
Honolulu’s Chinatown. Our six-year-old daughter, Bea,
rolls up her sparkly pink capris and lifts her legs high as
she runs through the waves. She turns around every 50
feet to grin at me and my husband, Craig, before she
starts running again, daring us to chase her across the
warm sand before the waves obliterate her footprints.
This isn’t our family’s first trip to Honolulu. Bea has
been asking to move here since we visited three years
ago when she fell in love with the temperate ocean, the
golden beaches and the perfect weather. When she
found out we were making a return trip to the island
of Oahu, she threw her arms around my left leg and
squeezed, peppering my hip with kisses. “You’re the
best, best, best, best mom ever!” she shouted. Who
was I to disagree?
This trip would be a little different. This time, in
anticipation of the 2020 Rotary International Convention
from 6 to 10 June, we were on a scouting mission and
our guides were local Rotarians who provided us with
an insiders’ perspective of this island paradise. I asked
them to show us their Honolulu - their environment, their
history and their culture. We love the beach, but there
are other sides of Hawaii that I don’t want you and your
family to miss.
At St Louis School in Honolulu, Bradford Ikemanu
Lum sits at the front of a class of fifth-grade boys,
pounding a gourd drum called an ipu heke. The boys
chant in Hawaiian and dance, practising for a May Day
performance. They’re singing a song about pōhuehue
vines, an indigenous morning glory found on sand
dunes that Hawaiian surfers slapped at the water’s

edge to implore the gods for bigger waves. At the end
of the song, Lum pounds a sharp staccato as, one by
one, the boys in the front row squat down with their
arms spread out wide. They look as if they are riding
the waves themselves.
Contrary to the stereotype, hula dancing isn’t about
a seductive sway of the hips; the motions go with the
words of the songs. To thank them for their performance,
Kanoe Cazimero chants and dances the second song
of a trilogy about Pele, the Hawaiian goddess of fire
and volcanoes. She moves her arms fluidly up and
down to evoke the mountains and the sea. Like Lum,
Cazimero is a Native Hawaiian and cultural expert;
having trained and performed hula since the age of
five, she will be organising the entertainment for the
Honolulu convention, which will include a performance
by her brother, the singer and musician Robert
Cazimero, hailed, along with his late brother Roland, as
“a cornerstone of the Hawaiian music scene.”
That the class is learning about Hawaiian culture at
all is a drastic change from when Lum and Cazimero
were kids. Speaking Hawaiian in schools was banned
in 1896, three years after the overthrow of the Kingdom
of Hawaii paved the way to annexation of the islands by
the United States. As native people were encouraged
to assimilate and adopt American ways, Hawaiian
culture came to be viewed as backward and exotic. “I
hated Hawaiian music; I hated hula; I hated everything
Hawaiian,” says Lum. “It was because of the stigma. I
didn’t want to show my Hawaiian-ness because I didn’t
want to be shunned by my friends.”
It wasn’t until he was in college, where the only
ethnic studies class available was devoted to Hawaii,
that Lum began to embrace his native identity. Hawaiian
culture experienced a renaissance in the 1970s through
the efforts of people like Lum and Cazimero, sparking a
renewed interest in the indigenous language, music and
art. In 1978, the state’s constitution was amended to
mandate a Hawaiian education programme, as well as
recognise Hawaiian as an official language of the state.
When hula class is over, Lum and Cazimero take
me to the Queen Emma Summer Palace, where a cool
breeze provided royalty with a respite from the heat
and dust of the city. On this small island, it seems as
though everybody knows everybody and we discover
that one of our tour guides is the son of the presidentelect of the Rotary Club of Honolulu (D5000), Pau
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A statue of the legendary surfer Duke Kahanamoku; along with Diamond Head, the lush, corrugated
Ko‘olau mountains are one of Oahu’s two National Natural Landmarks.
Hana, where Lum and Cazimero are members. On
display is a stunning yellow and red feather cape that
belonged to Kamehameha the Great, who united the
Hawaiian Islands into one kingdom early in the 19th
century. Hawaii had no large mammals, nor precious
metals or stones, so feathers were used to display
wealth and power. “Bird catchers were really important
to the king and queen,” Lum explains. “Hawaiians never
killed birds. They would put honey syrup on the trees,
the birds would fly in it and they would pluck the birds
feathers.”
Hawaiian culture has some key values and Lum
points out, they dovetail with Rotary’s concept of
Service Above Self. The concept of ‘ohana’ (family) is
very important, whether that’s your blood family, your
work family or your neighbourhood family. So is ha‘aha‘a
(humility). And of course, there is aloha, which many
people recognise as a Hawaiian word for both hello
and goodbye. But aloha has a much broader meaning,
one that encompasses love, peace, compassion and
mercy. It’s so central to Hawaiian culture that the Aloha
Spirit (the traits of character that express the charm,
warmth, and sincerity of Hawaii’s people) was codified
in Hawaiian law. “
As we drive through East Oahu, Tony and Joe
Gedeon, members of the Rotary Club of Waikiki, dazzle
us with nuggets from their combined encyclopedic
knowledge of Hawaiian pop culture. They point out
the filming sites of Magnum PI, Hawaii Five-0 and the
famous beach scene in From Here to Eternity; we see
the home of Tom Selleck, the site of the Real World:
Hawaii house and Bruno Mars’ high school.
Our tour culminates in a drive through tropical
jungle and a series of hairpin turns to the top of
Mount Tantalus, where we delight in the 270-degree
perspective of the island. From the Pu‘u ‘Ualaka‘a
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lookout, we can see Diamond Head, Punchbowl Crater
and downtown Honolulu. Hungry for a lunch of our own,
we head back into town to sample some poke - diced
marinated seafood. When you order, remember: Poke
rhymes with OK.
We conclude our day with another meal - though,
with its combination of food and entertainment, a luau
is far more than a meal. Hawaiians might host a luau
to celebrate a birthday or anniversary the way people
in other parts of the country might throw a barbecue.
The luau we attend is at Paradise Cove at the Ko
Olina Resort in Kapolei and we arrive as two men
pull a roasted pig out of the imu, a fire pit lined with
banana leaves and hot rocks. To work up an appetite,
we kick off our flip-flops - slippers in local parlance and embark on an outrigger canoe, which has a spar
or float (the outrigger) projecting horizontally from the
hull to stabilize the boat in the rolling ocean. After some
vigorous paddling, we pause to watch a spectacular
sunset over the water.
Back on shore, beneath a glowing sky and a
crescent moon, we eat a variety of traditional dishes,
including the succulent kalua pig - kalua means ‘baked
in an earth oven’ - and poi, a purple dish made of taro.
As a nod to this traditional family-and-friends luau, the
emcee asks who is celebrating birthdays, honeymoons
or anniversaries. We see different styles of dancing
from around the Pacific islands and Bea leaps out of her
seat when they ask for volunteers to hula, joining the
other keiki (children) as they learn to move their hands
to “stir up that bowl of poi, make the motion of the ocean
and cast out your fishing pole and reel in your fish.”
I am inside the Honolulu Museum of Art with Tina and
Christina Bui. The twin sisters are both studying biology
at the University of Hawaii with plans to go to medical
school. They are co-presidents of the Rotaract Club of

University of Hawaii at Manoa, which they joined after
several years in Interact in high school.
The Buis exhibit pretty much every characteristic of
identical twins I’ve ever seen or heard: They dress alike
- all in black - and talk simultaneously using the same
words. Sometimes I feel as if I’m listening in stereo. “I
like how quiet it is,” Tina whispers as we examine the
pieces in a room that traces the evolution of Buddhist
art. “And the lighting,” Christina finishes. “Because it’s
so quiet, you can think to yourself.”
The two young women wanted to show me the
museum because it’s a favourite spot they like to visit
with friends. As I wander about, I find myself lured into
the museum’s Hawaiian room, which focuses less on
historical Hawaiian artefacts and more on the way
Hawaiian artists make sense of the modern world. The
Buis love the portrait gallery, where the juxtaposition of
older and modern paintings accentuates the variety of
artistic styles. Interspersed among the indoor, climatecontrolled galleries are themed courtyards that are
works of art themselves. The Mediterranean courtyard,
for instance, with fountains and teal tiles on the walls
and the Chinese courtyard, with a koi pond, provide
museum visitors with an opportunity to linger outdoors.
Afterward, the Buis take me to see some street art in
Kaka‘ako, a former industrial neighbourhood about three
kilometres from Waikiki now filled with craft breweries,
coffee shops, restaurants, and, most famously, murals,
making it a place to hang out that’s off the beaten path.
We’re jostling with the other tourists as we listen to an
audio tour and meander through the exhibits at the
visitors’ centre at Pearl Harbour National Memorial.
But as we reach the point where we stand along the
shore and look out at the USS Arizona Memorial, I’m
compelled to stop. I remove my headphones and shut
my eyes to close off the rest of the world. I want to take
a moment and try to fully comprehend the significance
of this hallowed site.
This may be Oahu’s top tourist attraction - two million
people visit the memorial annually - but it’s also the kind
of place that can give you goosebumps even as you’re
surrounded by strangers. It’s a solemn reminder of the
tragedy of war.
But it’s also a symbol of the power of reconciliation.
The Rotary Clubs of Pearl Harbor and Hiroshima,
Japan, formed a sister club relationship in 1982 to turn
scars from the war into bonds of peace. Rotarians from
the clubs visit each other’s memorial sites and plant
peace trees that flourish in the two cities.
The USS Arizona Memorial straddles the submerged
hull of the battleship, which sank in nine minutes during
the surprise attack of 7 December 1941. The memorial
was closed for repairs when my family visited. But it is
anticipated to reopen in autumn 2019 when visitors will
once again be able to walk above the final resting place
of the more than 1 000 men who died on the ship.
I wasn’t sure how much my young daughter would
understand about all of this. But even Bea was moved
by the sacredness of the site and as we walked out, she
held her hand over her heart.
Bea squeals at the waves crashing near the rock
she’s perched on, spattering us as tongues of water lick

A hula dancer tells a sinuous tale. Below: A
Kaka‘ako mural;
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the shoreline. “Oh yeah, there’s a big one!” she shrieks,
beckoning the water. “Come by me!” Meanwhile, Del
Green, the 2020 Host Organisation Committee chair,
is pointing out the green sea turtles underwater, backlit
as the sun shines behind the waves. The excitement
is contagious and I scream too as I see an occasional
flipper or head peek out of the water. “They bring out the
child in all of us,” Green admits.
We’re on Laniakea Beach on Oahu’s North Shore,
often called Turtle Beach for the green sea turtles
that feed here. The turtles, called honu in Hawaiian,
reach lengths of about a metre and weigh in at 90 to
220 kilogrammes. You can’t miss them at the Honolulu
convention: They’re featured on the convention logo.
We’re midway through our circle tour of the island
with Green, a member of the Rotary Club of Downtown
Honolulu and his girlfriend, Diana Doan, who’s a member
of the Honolulu Pau Hana club. When they picked us up
earlier in the morning, Green and Doan greeted us by
kissing our cheeks and putting purple and white flower
leis around our necks, a welcome we encounter several
times on our trip. Hawaiians seem to give leis whenever
they have an excuse: as a greeting, a thank you or to
recognise achievement - “to share your aloha,” Green
says. Lei shops can be found in Chinatown and at
the airport and the adornments can be made with not
only flower petals but also nuts, shells - or dollar bills.
The host committee, Green says, is planning to have
Rotarians help make the world’s largest lei out of paper
money from their countries, with the proceeds to go to
End Polio Now.
As we drive from Honolulu, Green explains that
people here don’t use the words “east” and “west” as
directionals, as they do on the mainland. Instead, they
reference geographical landmarks: “Diamond Head” for
east and “Ewa” (pronounced eh-va, for Ewa Beach) for
west. And then there’s mauka and makai, which mean
“toward the mountain” and “toward the sea.”
Along the way, we’ve passed so many gorgeous
beaches that I’ve run out of colours to describe the
water: It’s aqua and shimmering at a lookout past
snorkelling hot spot Hanauma Bay. “Whoa, it’s like the
water is glitter,” Bea exclaims.
Between the beaches, we admire the majestic
Ko‘olau mountains, verdant cliff faces with wrinkly folds
like fingers that have soaked far too long in the tub. It’s
just before lunch and in the midday light, the mountains
look almost two-dimensional, as if they were a backdrop
for a movie. (In fact, they were the setting for Jurassic
Park, among other films.) Even Green, a local, stops
midsentence at least three times during the drive to
admire them. “Aren’t they beautiful,” he exclaims. We
pass a parking barrier painted with the phrase “Aloha
is a lifestyle” - a sentiment the people we’ve met on our
trip fully endorse.
After we fly home to wintry Wisconsin and Bea goes
back to school, her kindergarten teacher asks her to
write in her journal about our trip. This time, it’s not
the beaches, the ocean or the incredible weather she
recalls. Instead, she writes about our day hanging out
with Del and Diana. Even my six-year-old recognises
that, as many natural wonders as the islands have to
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offer, the best part about a Rotary convention is the
people you meet.

Discover aloha in Honolulu!
Register for the 2020 convention now and save
up to $200. The early registration fee is $450 for
Rotarians and $120 for Rotaractors through 15
December. Register at riconvention.org. While
there, download the promo kit to encourage your
fellow Rotarians to attend Rotary’s biggest event
of the year - or watch and share an enticing video
that previews the Rotary Convention.
Experience the culture of Hawaii at events planned
by the Host Organisation Committee in Honolulu;
they include a concert at the Waikiki Shell, a
sunrise walk for peace, an ancient fishpond project
and a meal with local Rotarians. Learn more at
rotaryhonolulu2020.org.

THANK YOU HAMBURG!
I came back more impressed than ever and
more engaged as a Rotarian.

By Isabelle Athion Laregain, Rotary Club of Grand Baie
(D9220, Mauritius)
Imagine my excitement and pride when, as a newlyinducted Rotarian (with just 11 months in Rotary), I
arrived at the 110th Rotary International Convention
and took my seat among 26 000 Rotarians from all
over the world.
Even now when I talk about the convention, I still have
little stars in my eyes! It was an amazing experience. I
captured the moments, made new connections and felt
more engaged as a Rotarian. I had the opportunity to
exchange ideas with Rotarians from Texas, Germany and
USA during a break out session. I could feel that we were all
animated by the same positive energy - and yes, we were
people of action! I returned to Mauritius, more impressed
than ever, as I had broadened my understanding of Rotary
and brought back some new ideas. It was a great surprise
to see so much emphasis laid on our core values. These
same core values have always been at the centre of our
organisation and define our culture and actions. They are
our guiding principles and they serve as an inspiration to
more than 1.2 million people across the globe.
This is what I learnt in Hamburg:
Leadership is more than attaining a position of
responsibilities and as leaders we need to continue to
improve our skills and share our experience through
mentoring.
Steve Farber talked about the paradox of greatness.
“The greatest leaders make others greater than
themselves” and “Everyone should have a Greater Than
Yourself (GTY) project.”
John Hewko added that “Leadership without integrity is
nothing more than self-interest”
As Rotarians, we must all incorporate leadership and
integrity in everything that we do. We are not only guided
by our core values but we also have The Four-Way Test,
The object of Rotary and our Rotarian Code of Conduct.
This brings me to our second core value, Integrity. RI
President Barry Rassin (2018/19) was an inspiration and
said that we must behave in ways that inspire trust and
confidence, without tolerating bad behaviour. We must
always apply high ethical standards, both professionally
and privately, be fair and respectful when dealing with
others and act with honesty and integrity at all times to
build trust.
According to Daniel Flynn “Without integrity,
organisations, leaders and nations can come crashing
down in a minute.”
Our third core value is Diversity. This includes age,
sexual orientation, gender, race, ethnicity and abilities.
Diversity must also ensure that Rotary represents all
voices and speaks every language.
Dr Marianne Azer, a member of the Egyptian

Parliament, said “ Diversity may be the hardest thing for a
society to live with and perhaps the most dangerous thing
for a society to live without.” She also said that strength
lies in differences not in similarities and reminded people
that, “Diversity is being invited to the party and inclusion is
being invited to dance.”
I am very proud to say that my club embraces diversity.
We are in line with Rotary International’s objective of
increasing the number of women in our club and those
in leadership positions - 25 percent of our members are
female and we will surely reach more than 30 percent by
June 2023.
Fellowship is our fourth core value and extends beyond
boundaries or borders. Being in Hamburg was magical.
We met so many Rotarians and my partner, Luciano, and
I felt we were part of the big family. Our hotel was packed
with other Rotarians. From breakfast to dinner, during
the convention, in restaurants, everywhere, we were
surrounded by Rotarians. It was like being in a cocoon
for one week. Connecting with people that you had never
met before, yet we could connect with them so easily. RI
President Mark Maloney (2019/20) is so right when he
says “Rotary connects the world.” It was hard to return to
reality after this unbelievable experience.
Through our business and service to others, we
connect with other Rotarians. Barry Rassin said it best.
“By working together, we open up unlimited potential”
Service is our fifth core value and the foundation upon
which Rotary has been built. The key to Rotary’s future
is to assist Rotarians in shaping their leadership skills
and personal integrity. Once we embrace leadership,
integrity, diversity and fellowship: serving our communities
becomes much easier. Through our service to others, we
can connect better and grow closer.
These core values are what defines us and are perfectly
encapsulated in our vision statement: Together, we see a
world where people unite and take action to create lasting
change- across the globe, in our communities and in
ourselves.
It is worth noting that our 24-word vision statement was
not created overnight. More than one million individuals
including Rotarians, non-Rotarians, Rotary leaders,
alumni and Rotaractors among others, provided feedback
during the process. According to Stephanie Urchick, “Their
input was then tested around the world to ensure they
were culturally appropriate to both a Rotarian and nonRotarian audience.”
The power of Rotary lies in each and every Rotarian
of our club. We must work together for a greater impact in
our community and we will continue to touch the lives of so
many people through the service that we do.
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NEW FRIENDS IN MEXICO

By Ingrid Fiedeldey, the Rotary Club of Pretoria-Hatffield (D9400)
After long flights and crossing seven time zones,
we arrived in Mexico, full of excitement and
expectations. In Agualascientes, Anneke Coolen
and I (the only two members of this Rotary
Friendship Exchange) were met at the airport by
Jose de Luna, the governor’s representative.
He took us straight to a lunch meeting where
Rotarians welcomed us like old friends - a welcome we
received wherever we went - and we immediately felt
like members of a big Rotary family. We missed out on
some of the conversations as we could not understand
Spanish but thankfully, some Rotarians from Texas
were there and helped translate. The Texans’ club had
partnered with this local club in a medical project and
donated $80 000 of equipment to be used in stem cell
research and for cornea harvesting and transplants.
Our next stop was the old colonial city of Zacatecas
which is filled with churches, cathedrals, museums,
orphanages and hospitals. They were all well
maintained and are the pride of Mexicans. Our host was
Charlie, who runs the private University of Veracruz.
His energetic and entertaining personality and vast
knowledge of Mexican and global history made a
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lasting impression. We were interested to see how he
had implemented a system of weekly rotations of the
paintings displayed in the university entrance hall. The
idea is that as students walk down the wide stairs, they
will see a different painting every week and through this,
become exposed to contemporary art.
Our next host was an architect in Duranda who
had built an exquisite house for himself and his family.
Duranda started as a mining town that is often used as a
location for films - we felt that the landscape around the
town looks very similar to the South African highveld.
Anna Mier, the Rotary Friendship Exchange
organiser for the Mexican district, accommodated us
in a first-class hotel in Guadalajara, as she had made
changes to our programme.
Here we experienced the vibrant Mexican nightlife
when we joined Anna and a group of family and friends
to a lively restaurant. We enjoyed tequila cocktails that
were made on a trolley next to our table. Our meal was
also prepared at our table.
Anneke and I will never forget the openness and
friendliness of our new Mexican friends and fellow
Rotarians.

ROTARY - A GREAT
DESTINY IN AFRICA
Adapted from an article that appeared in The Rotarian December, 1955.

While in the Matopo Hills of Southern Rhodesia (now
Zimbabwe), the President of Rotary International
AZ Baker looked out over the mountains, gorges,
rivers and plains and thought “If we could see far
enough in all directions, we could observe 109
Rotary clubs all around the great coastal fringe
of Africa and within it, helping to sweeten their
communities and their countries…. Rotary, it
seemed clear on that mountaintop, has a great part
to play, a great destiny in Africa, but if it is to be
fulfilled it will require the help and understanding of
all the thousands of men in 93 countries who make
up the 8 800 clubs of Rotary.”
Baker realised that to achieve that, he needed to
understand Africa and Rotary in Africa a little better.
Joined by his wife Cornelia, Baker set off on a journey
to visit Rotary clubs from the Mediterranean to the Cape
and from the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean.
They flew 20 000 miles, stopped in 30 Rotary
communities and talked with men and women from 70
others. The couple “went to great intercity meetings
and quiet ‘sundowners’; saw cattle ranches, farms and
pineapple fields, copper mines and packing houses;
marvelled at modern cities in the jungle and at new
things rising everywhere – houses, schools, hospitals,
mines, factories, wharves and airports. Back of [behind]
so many of these developments is the unobtrusive but
enthusiastic leadership of Rotarians,” wrote Baker.
“Despite all its ancient history and despite all its
modern development, Africa seemed to us a slumbering
giant just now rousing to the bright opportunities of the
new day.
“In Cairo friends of 17 nationalities break bread
together when Rotary meets every week. It is the same
in the thriving clubs of Mombasa, Dar-es-Salaam,
Khartoum and now, Addis Abba. What an opportunity

for improving relations between individuals of so many
diverse origins these fine men have – and they are
alive to it. Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia proved
fully aware and appreciative of the fact that the new
Rotary club in his capital city had drawn together a
world mixture of men. He had welcomed Rotary and
had seen his own acting foreign minister become the
charter president.
“There is more ‘new Rotary’ in Africa than on any
other continent. Of the five countries added to the long
list of ‘Rotary countries’ in 1955, four are in Africa and it
was my pleasure to present the charters to the first club
in three of them – Leopoldville in the Belgian Congo
(now the Democratic Republic of the Congo), BlantyreLimbe in Nyasaland (now Malawi) and Addis Ababa in
Ethiopia. The new Rotary Club of Luanda in Angola had
not been admitted to membership when we passed
near it. Already there are two more clubs in the Congo:
in Elisabethville and Bukavu.
“Alexandria is the chief port of Egypt, the centre of
culture and the home of a Rotary club which, like its sister
in Cairo, includes prominent men of many nationalities
and faiths. The personality of District Governor Fouad
Saade is felt everywhere in this district.
“Rotary has a destiny the world around. It cannot
and does not want to work in the realm of governments.
It cannot make peace where there is war. But is can
and does help warm the human climate so that peace
can blossom.
“Simply, directly, gently, it cuts across the baffling
boundaries men all over the world have raised around
themselves – and quickly brings acquaintanceship and
then friendship to them.
“It makes them feel a kinship with human beings
everywhere, a part of universal unity. This we learned
again in Africa.”

LET’S CELEBRATE AT THE CENTENNIAL
DINNER IN JOHANNESBURG ON
25 April 2021
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King Letsie III, the Minister of Health and tribal leaders were among some of the dignitaries present at the
launch. His Majesty enthusiastically supports Rotary and is the Patron of Rotary in Lesotho.

A ROYAL LAUNCH IN LESOTHO

His Majesty King Letsie, Prince Seeiso, the
Lesotho Deputy Minister of Health and many other
dignitaries, Rotarians and role players gathered for
the official launch of Rotary Family Health Days in
the Mountain Kingdom, Lesotho.
The Lesotho campaign will run from 16 to 18 October
and the four sites will provide a set of core services to
the citizens of Lesotho. DGE Maud Boikanyo has been
named as the country programme manager.
During the launch a nurse began singing and soon
everyone joined in. DGE Maud Boikanyo explained that
the nurse was singing a wedding folk song that praises
the bride for fulfilling the wishes of her parents. In this
case, the nurse named the bride as Rotary and the
parent as His Majesty. health
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made possible thanks to the enthusiasm, determination
and passion of District Governor-Elect Maud Boikanyo
and her fellow Rotarians.
Sue Paget, CEO of Rotarians For Family Health
and AIDS Prevention INC, said, “I have no doubt that
through your example you will ignite the spread of the
health days into our neighbouring SADC countries.
“We are immensely grateful to AHF in California for
providing this support and for AHF in Lesotho, under
the leadership of Mme Mapaballo Mile and Ms Larissa
Klazinga, for partnering with us.”
Following the launch, Paget, a member of the Rotary
E-Club of Greater Cape Town (D9350), presented a
donation of LEGO to Scott’s Hospital for the children’s
ward, a gift from the Rotary E Club of Greater Cape
Town, through President Koos Stassen

Our 7th Annual Rotary
Family Health Days
is around the corner!
02 - 04 October 2019
in all 9 Provinces

Be a part of the prevention
revolution by giving the gift of time.

Rotary clubs, volunteers, community workers, and organisations are
needed to work in this wonderful Public/Private Partnership to ensure
this is the best year ever!
Our goal is to serve and mobilise 60,000 people for health screenings
and testing.
Learn more at www.rfhdsouthafrica.org

Contact a RFHD District Leader today:
j.ant@mweb.co.za

D9400 - PDG Grant Daly
dalyg@hillary.co.za

D9370 - PDG Greg Cryer
greg@keydev.co.za

D9350 - PDG Bev Frieslich
bevfrieslich@telkomsa.net

D9370 - PDG Hennie de Bruin
de-bruin@planetkzn.co.za

RotaryFamilyHealthDaysSA
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D9350 - PDG Geraldine Nicol
geraldinehnicol@gmail.com

D9370 - PP Clive Hassel
crh@webafrica.org.za

@RFHD_ZA

J7496 - 0860 PAPRIKA / 0860 727 7452

D9400 - John Anticevich
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ROTARIANS AT WORK

Dr Chanvir Mehta, a plastic
surgeon, performing surgery

SAM’S LEGACY LIVES

By Rotarian Mary Achen Project Director of the Rotary Club of Bugolobi
It has been two years since Rotary President-Elect gynaecology, endoscopy to dental and general surgery.
Sam Owori died, but Rotarians in Uganda have kept Mulago National Referral Hospital, Naguru Referral
his dream alive. When the Indian medical missions Hospital, Benedict Hospital and UMC Victoria Hospital
from India first arrived in Africa 21 years ago, no collaborated with the Indian surgeons.
one could have predicted how the project would
The mission also worked to further develop the
grow; more than 40 missions have been undertaken capacities of Ugandan surgeons, doctors and students
in 20 countries. Past Rotary President Rajendra K at the participating hospitals. Once the mission was
Saboo and his wife Usher have led these missions completed, all the equipment and medical supplies
for the past 20 years.
were donated to the hospitals where they were used.
In 2016 the mission visited Uganda for the first time, it
Support for the mission was also received from the
brought with it a specialised team, including orthopaedic Minister of Health Dr Jane Ruth Aceng and Minister of
surgeons who would perform polio corrective surgeries, State for Health Dr Sarah Opendi.
ophthalmic surgeons and an anaesthesiologist. This
Their support ensured that the mission was able
year the mission returned to the country and paid tribute to successfully partner with Mulago Hospital and that
to Sam Owori. When discussing the mission Saboo the medical professionals from India were provided
said that then-RI President Barry Rassin supported the with licences to practice in Uganda. During a sitting of
mission and had said, “Raja, let us do what best we can the Ugandan Parliament, Speaker Rebecca Kadagga
to realise the dream of Sam.”
applauded Rotary for bringing services closer to the
The Rotary Club of Bugolobi (D9211) partnered with people.
the Rotary Club of Ranchi (D3250, India) and hosted a
In her speech at the farewell dinner at Fairway
team of 17 medical surgeons from India who performed Hotel, Minister Aceng praised Rotary for the support it
free surgeries at the four Ugandan hospitals they has provided towards improving health service delivery.
collaborated with. His Excellency Shri Ravi Shankar, “Today Uganda is free of polio because of the efforts of
Indian High Commissioner to Uganda, hosted the team Rotary. Rotary has helped raise the bar of healthcare
to his residence. This mission, which received support delivery in Uganda.”
from current and past leadership in both districts,
District Governor-Elect Xavier Sentamu thanked
exceeded all expectations.
the minister for her continued support of Rotary and
More than 700 people received free surgeries, pledged to work with the Ministry of Health structures
which ranged from plastic surgery, ophthalmology, in support of improving service delivery in the country.
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Alan Grobler of the City of Johannesburg, Codi
Mageza, Busisiwe Ngoobo and DGE Annemarie
Mostert at the graduation of 168 early childhood
development practitioners. Right: Dr Mpho Phalatse,
a member of the mayoral committee of Health and
Social Development for the City of Johannesburg,
congratulates the graduates.

168 NEW
GRADUATES
Twenty-five years into democracy and millions of
South African children are still negatively impacted
by a range of social and economic inequalities,
including poor nutrition, inadequate access to
health care, social services and education. However,
in Alexandra township an educator-training project
by the Rotary E-Club of Southern Africa D9400 will
change this and go a long way to improving the
lives of thousands of children.
In August, 168 Early Childhood Development (ECD)
practitioners from 28 ECD’s from the Greater Alexandra
area of Johannesburg graduated from the Greater
Alexandra Early Childhood Development Training
Programme.
The e-club partnered with four Rotary clubs, in
Germany and the USA, the Rotary Foundation, Sešego
Foundation, the City of Johannesburg and the Alexandra
ECD Forums in the Global Grant project to empower

ECD practitioners. The training has given these women
the skills and knowledge they need in order to grow
sustainable businesses as they prepare young children
in Alexandra Township for formal schooling.
The training was based on the needs and concerns
raised by the educators themselves and will benefit
more than 2 300 children.
Some of the topics included in the training were
leadership and communication, financial management
and reporting, classroom management, record keeping,
governance training and occupational health and safety.
The international partner clubs were the Rotary
E-Club of Münster International (D1870, Germany)
and the Rotary Clubs of Coesfeld-Baumberge (D1870,
Germany), Bad Homburg v.d.H. (D1820, Germany) and
Point West-Sacramento (D5180, USA).
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A sitting of the Port Elizabeth Junior Council. The Rotary Club of Algoa Bay (D9370) has assumed
responsibilty for the junior council, ensuring continuation of the project that was first implemented in
June 1958.

ALGOA’S TAKEN OVER

The Port Elizabeth Host Lions Club announced
that it could no longer continue with its project of
running the Junior City Council. The Lions had run
this project since its inception June 1958.
The JCC, as it is known, consists of junior and senior
councillors from 23 different schools in the metro and
holds formal monthly meetings in the official chambers
of the city hall. Each member of the board has a specific
portfolio.
For 20 years, Lion Wally Smith has been in charge
of the JCC and his commitment to these young future
leaders has been admirable. Toastmasters Tom Horne
and Marlene van Wyk also supported the JCC and
attended the meetings to give the councillors pertinent
and relevant topics to discuss and debate. Valuable
feedback was given at the closure of the council
meetings before the name of the meeting’s winning

speaker, was announced.
The Rotary Club of Algoa Bay (D9370) was asked
to oversee and assume responsibility for the running
of the JCC. A committee under the directorship of
Marilyn Woods, a retired principal of Riebeek College
in Uitenhage who now resides in Port Elizabeth, has
been formed.
“This is an exciting new venture for the Rotary Club
of Algoa Bay. Our members are keen to be a part of
the JCC and we all look forward to the future with great
positivity.
“JCC forms a rare opportunity for these young
people to meet like-minded learners from high schools
across Port Elizabeth and to form bonds of friendship
that would otherwise not exist. Some of these bonds
last a lifetime,” said Woods.

FREEZIN’ FOR A REASON
Apparently, in George it’s hip to be
Freezin’ for a Reason! The Rotary
Club of George (D9350) is a regular
supporter of the annual Polar Bear
Plunge for charity that is hosted by
Dotsure.co.za.
Every winter, hundreds of brave
souls strip down to their bikinis, cozies
and baggies and run screaming into
the icy 11c waves… And they pay
to do it! They pay their entry fee
with a blanket which is later given
to someone in need. During the run
up to the 2019 event, individuals and
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businesses pledged to participate in
teams and challenged others to join
in and as a result, more than 2 000
blankets were collected. On the day,
more than 700 ‘winter bods’ dashed
into the chilly waters at Vic Bay
beach as crowds roared in support.
Afterwards, they could warm up while
enjoying the fair that featured a kids’
corner, dedicated charity stalls and
tasty treats. Naturally, Rotarians
were on hand with hot refreshments
and encouragement for those brave
enough to take the plunge!

A resident of the home in the damaged tunnel. Now that the tunnel has been repaired, the home is able to
grow vegetables that are used in its kitchens.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED!

By Mino Carniel
During a visit to Sunfield Home Fortuna in early
2018, members of the Rotary Club of Nigel (D9400)
noticed a vegetable tunnel that was falling apart.
The club investigated the feasibility of refurbishing
it and decided that once it was functional, it would
significantly reduce the home’s grocery bill for its
90 residents.
The plastic cover needed to be replaced; a major job
which necessitated the digging of perimeter trenches in
which the edges of the plastic would be secured.
By September 2018, the tunnel was ready for use
and except for a few minor reservations, the club was
pleased with the end product. Then a severe storm
struck. High winds and hail damaged the tunnel and the
plastic was blown off sections of the tunnel. The plastic
was not torn, but the tunnel was unusable.
The Rotarians returned for an emergency site visit
and found that although the storm had caused the

damage, it could have been avoided if the plastic cover
had been more securely fitted.
Before calling the original contractor back to the site,
they turned to the internet and soon became experts
in tunnel erection and fabrication. Prepared with their
new-found knowledge they summoned the contractor
and pointed out the flaws in his structure. The contractor
agreed with them and then it was back to work.
Due to the contractor’s workload and the Christmas
break, it took until February 2019 for the repairs to be
completed. However, at the final site inspection, the
eagle-eyed Rotarians noticed a number of problems in
the structure. The contractor was recalled to repair them
and ensure that the risk of wind damage was reduced to
an absolute minimum.
At last, the tunnel was usable and with the help of
local business, which supplied manure, large crops of
top-grade vegetables are being grown.

Inspired by the current Rotary theme, Jeaninne
de Beer, treasurer of the Rotary Club of Boksburg
(D9400), championed a public image and networking
project: participating in the East Rand Industrial
and Business Expo at Carnival City Sun Park.
The expo, which brought together a vast selection
of businesses and industry, was jam-packed with
networking opportunities and information. It also served
as a platform for exhibitors to source new clients and
suppliers, to showcase their products and services, as
well as the true value of their contribution to the local
economy. This annual exhibition has grown to become
the biggest business networking opportunity available
on the East Rand.

Fuelled by the enthusiastic support of her club,
Jeaninne booked a stand and drew up a schedule
for Rotarians to help her man it. The aim was to
generate greater exposure of the club, Rotary and its
programmes, such as Rotary Youth Exchange.
Through this exposure, the club made many
connections which it hopes will lead to fundraising
support, membership extension and partnerships.
The club was also included in the expo’s advertising
magazine.
After the expo, the Rotarians found that while
there was awareness of the existence and good work
of Rotary, there was a complete lack of knowledge of
Rotary’s activities - both locally and internationally.

FORGING CONNECTIONS AT EXPO
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GIFT OF JOY AND LEARNING

As the Rotary E-Club of Greater Cape Town
(D9350) was chartered on former President Nelson
Mandela’s 99th birthday (18 July 2017), it decided
to dedicate two months, July and August, to ‘giving
the Mandela way – with joy and learning’. The LEGO
Playful Learning Project was the perfect way to
bring learning through play to young children and
in the process, help them develop skills for the
future.
With the assistance of District 9400, the E-Club
connected with the Care for Education Foundation, the
LEGO Foundation partner in South Africa, and received
more than 1 000 LEGO education kits for distribution.
Thanks to Biddulphs International, the donation was
sent from Johannesburg to Cape Town at no cost.
Working through its country partners, the LEGO
Foundation seeks to transform attitudes and behaviours
about learning and play across society. This is done
in conjunction with parents, carers, schools systems,
institutions and governments, with a focus on children
aged 0-12 and a special emphasis on early childhood

where children develop most rapidly, both physically
and mentally.
The sets were distributed to schools in the Western
Cape, Namibia and Angola. Rotaractors and Interactors
also got involved. They handed out sets and taught
children how to play.
“Witnessing some of these LEGO handouts is both
humbling and uplifting. It’s humbling to realise that most
of these children have never played with (or seen) a
LEGO set. Even some teachers were very cautious
about these ‘games’ as it was totally new to them as
well,” said PDG Lynette Stassen.
At first the children were curious but apprehensive.
However, once they started reading the instructions
they became completely absorbed in the LEGO.
What many found interesting was watching as the
children naturally seemed to move into functioning as a
team while playing together; sometimes correcting each
other but mostly, each child tackled one specific part of
the bigger picture...and none of the children wanted to
stop playing!

After the distributions the club received a number of heartwarming messages from the beneficiaries:

Speech therapist: The children were so excited by the LEGO
and through playing, it gave me the opportunity to guide them
to more fluent speech. The donation will touch many children’s
lives in a constructive and uplifting manner.

Grade R remedial educator: I was scared to try LEGO as I do not
know it, but I am going to find out exactly how to use it as an
education tool. I know the children will love it. Thank you.
Primary school educator: We are now starting a LEGO club - the
interest is overwhelming.
Therapist: Our ‘problem child’ who was just standing and staring
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at the wall, now sits down and does his work so that he can be
rewarded with time to build LEGO. You will never know the huge
difference you made in the life of this child and many others

Educator: We have a Grade 5 learner who changed from a
disruptive child into a LEGO wizard – but now we cannot get him
away from the LEGO!
The mother of a non-verbal young adult with Down’s syndrome:
You won’t believe it; I can’t believe it! I never knew he had it in
him - he built a rocket. I am amazed and blown away. I don’t have
the words. This is just amazing.

Interactors of the Interact Club of Rusthof Secondary School helping their sponsor club, the Rotary Club
of Strand

ONE TO ONE FUN IN CAPE TOWN

Rotarians from clubs across Cape Town (D9350)
spent a Sunday in August bringing joy and laughter
to Cape Town’s intellectually disabled community.
Rotary clubs were joined by local schools, Lions
clubs and other civic organisations for the annual One to
One event held at Cape Town Stadium. Entertainment
included drum majorette displays, bands, food stalls
and of course, lots and lots of games!
Members of the Rotary Club of Newlands took
photos of the attendees and printed them as a memento
of their day out, while the Rotary Club of Tygerberg
ensured everyone enjoyed an ice cream while browsing
the games stalls.

The following Rotary clubs managed stalls on the
day; the Rotary Clubs of Constantia, Blouberg, Table
Bay, Sea Point, Groote Schuur, Bellville, Century City,
Strand, Melkbos, Durbanville, Cape of Good Hope and
Cape Town. Many of these clubs invited Interactors and
Rotaractor to assist on the day.
“One to One is one of our favourite days of the year,”
said Rotary District 9350 PI Chair Shelley Finch. “It is
wonderful to spend a few hours playing games and
entertaining this beautiful community of people; there
are often quite a few moist eyes around the venue
thanks to the whoops of laughter and smiles that we are
rewarded with!”

This year, James Hay, president of the Rotary
Club of Blouberg (D9350), has made a point of
connecting with Rotary clubs during his travels. He
has visited clubs in Bali, Thailand and Hong Kong.
All these clubs are now interested in partnering
with the Blouberg club in community projects.
In July, the club was visited by Rotarians from
Vermont, USA. This visit resulted in a joint project to buy
a new bronchoscope for Tygerberg Children’s Hospital.
More recently the club was visited by 52 members of
the Rotary Club of Varanasi Central (D3120, India). A
fellowship evening with the visiting Rotarians included
sharing a vegetarian meal and offering those who
wished to partake, a traditional Western Cape winetasting (sponsored by Ridgeback). The Blouberg club
plans to visit the clubs in Vermont and Varanasi and to
work together on joint community projects.
The club has also been actively ensuring that its
community and local organisations Connect With
Rotary. On the first Tuesday of the month, the club hosts
a bingo evening for the community at the Italian Club
in Rugby and in July, it connected with the Lukhanya

Club to feed and interact with blind and partially sighted
people in the Woodstock Town Hall.
The Rotary Club of Blouberg sponsors seven
Interact clubs and an EarlyAct club.
The Interactors have approached their community
projects with enthusiasm. One such project was the
Vaatjie Literacy Project, where Interactors read ageappropriate story books to the learners of Vaatjie
Primary School and assisted them in improving their
reading skills.
Another project, a beach clean-up at Milnerton
lighthouse undertaken by the Interact Club of Curro
Century City, saw Rotarians, Interactors, their parents
and educators spending a day picking up litter.
The club also connects generations. Although
its Rotaract club has its own programmes, it is also
included in the Rotary club’s programmes. The Blouburg
Rotarians, some of whom are 70 and 80-years-old,
enjoy the interaction with the younger generations and
share their passion of being actively involved in their
community.

ROTARIANS ARE BUSY IN BLOUBERG
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At the Rotary Club of Rosebank Art Festival are Jerry Bernardo, President Jean Bernardo, Mark Franklin,
Lyn Collocott, Ann Hope-Baillie, James Croswell and James Byrne.

The festival is held in the corridors of the Rosebank Mall.

ART EXCEEDS
EXPECTATIONS

Hundreds of artworks by 70 artists were showcased at the Rotary
Club of Rosebank (D9400) Art Festival. This event is one of the
cultural highlights on the Johannesburg social calendar and this
year, the 11-day festival was bigger and better than ever before.
The artwork is displayed in the walkways of Rosebank Mall, which
provides greater exposure for exhibiting artists while also exposing
shoppers to local art. However, the festival did not just showcase
and sell brilliant art, as a number of free interactive workshops and
demonstrations were also on offer. The artists controlled their sales
and didn’t pay a commission on the work sold during the festival.
Instead they rented a display panel and the rental paid was used by
the Rotary club to benefit its chosen beneficiaries.
This year’s beneficiaries were the Senior Youth Leadership
Course, College of Orientation and Mobility and Footprints.
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The winning portrait by Rika de Klerk
in the GTC Portrait Awards.
The festival began with the GTC
Portrait Awards. The winner was Rika de
Klerk. The runners-up were Ilse-Marie
Briel and Julian Kraft, while Danie Strydom
and Karen Harkema received highly
commended awards.
Twenty-five portraits from the National
School of the Arts competed in the Student
Portrait Award, which was won by Zovuyo
Pendo, a Grade 10 learner.

AROUND AFRICA
Thanks to a donation of
1 000 food parcels, the
members of the Rotary
Club of George (D9350)
spent Mandela Day
distributing the parcels to
clinics and crèches within
the George municipality.
Rotarians Julie and Donald
Goldfain, Di Kershaw and
Cheryl Nurse were among
those who helped with the
distribution.

It’s hard to comprehend that
something as insignificant
as a bottletop can have the
power to change a person’s
life. The members of the
Rotary Club of Port Elizabeth
Sunrise (D9370) have been
collecting bottle tops to
exchange for wheelchairs
from the Sweethearts
Foundation. On Mandela Day
the club gave wheelchairs
from The sweethearts
Foundation to Welekazi from
Motherwell, Nomvuzo from
Kwazakele and Ndkeka from
Missionvale.
Together, PG Glass and the
Rotary Club of Polokwane
(D9400) celebrated Mandela
Day. PG Glass replaced broken
and damaged windows at
Mapudithomo Primary School
and Martha Hofmeyer Old Age
Home, while the Rotarians
donated copies of the Book of
Knowledge to the school and
gave the home magazines it had
collected. Next, the Rotarians
supplied and served 100
hamburgers to the Pietersburg
Helpgroep feeding scheme at the
NG Renosterpoort Church. The
last stop of the day was to drop
off a donation of clothing for the
young patients and their parents
at the paediatric oncology ward
of Polokwane Provincial Hospital.
They also gave the ward library a
donation of 10 copies of the Book
on Knowledge.
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The Interact Club of Maritzburg College (D9370) gave blankets to the Association for the Physically
Disabled and helped at the Our Lady of Health of Vailanganni Church soup kitchen. The blanket drive
was a community affair, as the boys, their parents, grandparents and college staff all knitted the
blankets. After handing over the donation, the boys spent 67 minutes with the boys of Deccan Road
Primary School working at the soup kitchen. The Interact club is sponsored by the Rotary Club of
Pietermaritzburg Azalea.
Deputy Headmaster Dr Ian
Knott-Craig, Headmaster
Clive Pearson and the
Rotary advisor of the
Interact Club of Port Alfred
High School (D9370) Mike
Millard with the 2019
Interact board members.
The Interactors Bradley
Ruiters (director of
projects), President Sheena
Louca and Erin Coltman
(secretary), received their
Interact jackets at an
assembly.

The 39th annual Rotary Club of Westville
(D9370) golf day was held at Kloof Country
Club in May. This year’s partner in hosting
the event was the Kingsmead Mynahs which
does tremendous work in developing and
promoting young cricketers in the region.
A hundred and twenty players entered the
competition that raised R70 000. At the golf
day are Chris Owen, a Westville Rotarian and
Geoff Shepstone, president of Kingsmead
Mynahs Club.
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The Rotary Club of Chatsworth High Noon (D9370) hosted
many guests during the recent Gold Cup at the Greyville
Racecourse. It was a highly successful and fun-filled
event and the funds raised be directed towards the club’s
numerous projects. Enjoying themselves at the racecourse
are Rotarians Savy Naidoo and Arthie Maharaj.

Pree Parumaul and President Monique Labat of the
Rotary E-Club of South Africa One (D9370) donated
a collection of Horrid Henry books, authored
by Francesca Simon, to the Kenmont School in
Fynnland on the Bluff in Durban. With them is
Rashida Moosa of Kenmont School.

In July, the Rotary Club of Vereeniging (D9400)
attended the official opening of the Gary Mann
Library at Hoërskool Drie Riviere. The library was
opened by the Midvaal Executive Mayor Bongani
Baloyi, a former learner of the school. It took
eight years for the school’s library project to be
completed, as sourcing sponsors and support
was challenging. The Rotary Club of Vereeniging
was asked to assist and contributed towards the
shelving. It also secured a donation of books
from the Rotary Humanitarian Centre. Already,
more than half of the school’s learners are active
borrowers and next year, the school intends
to open the library to parents and perhaps, the
broader community. At the opening of the library
are Rotarian Rochelle Rode, Rotarian Herman
Steyn and his wife Elsie.

The Rotary Club of Plettenberg Bay (D9350) gave
wheelchairs to Hospice. President Neville Henley
presented the wheelchairs to the hospice nurses.

The Golden Vaal Chamber of Commerce invited
members of the Rotary Club of Vanderbijlpark
(D9400) to a gala event and presented the club
with a certificate recognising its contribution to
the blanket drive. The club had partnered with
the chamber in a successful attempt at setting
two new world records (see Rotary Africa August
2019). PP Benecke, President Jackie van Waveren
and Rotarians Magda van Scalkwyk and Spokie
Pienaar received the certificate on behalf of the
club.

The Rotary Club of Flamingo-Welkom (D9370) held
a Christmas in July to collect non-perishable food
and raise funds for the local old age home.
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Reg Stewart, of the Rotary Club of Boksburg (D9400), took three Ndebele women with him to the
International Convention in Hamburg. The women, from the Humble Smile Foundation, sang and danced
their way through the House of Friendship, while Stewart handed out nearly 1 900 brochures and made
142 contacts for future club projects. The 46-page brochure was printed especially for the convention
and highlighted 15 of the club’s projects. The Rotarians he met were interested in visiting South Africa
to see the Boksburg projects for themselves. The Humble Smile Foundation in Africa partnered with the
club on this awareness project.

Red Hill Junior Secondary School in Lusikisiki received 36 pairs of shoes and other small items from
Themba and Maureen Nosenga of the Rotary Club of Durban Bay (D9370).
Every three months
Bingo aficionados
from the Adcock van
der Vyver Retirement
Village head to their
community hall where
Rotarian John Misplon
and his wife, Joan, of
the Rotary Club of Port
Elizabeth South (D9370)
lead an evening filled
with number calling,
shrieks of victory
and the occasional
a fluttering sigh at
missing out on a
number or two. After
an interval for snacks,
everyone joins in a
sing-a-long as President
Bruce Wesson ‘tickles’
the piano keys.
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A dinner was held to celebrate the 22nd anniversary of the Rotary Club of Gonubie (D9370) at Gonubie
Hotel, The Deck. The celebration was attended by Rotarians, youth programme participants and award
winners. The club was chartered on 30 May 1997.

The caretakers at Fynbos Service Centre were
delighted to receive new kitchen equipment
and catering supplies from the Rotary Club of
Kleinmond (D9350). The donation was made
possible through financial support from the Rotary
Club of Claremont. The centre delivers meals to
housebound people and provides a township
soup kitchen with soup from Monday to Friday.
The Kleinmond club also reached out to Krappies
en Krefies a pre-primary school with 80 learners
between the ages of three and six, who come from
low-income families. The Rotarians donated school
stationery, first-aid kits, dolls, a TV and two DVD
players.

Each year the Rotary Club of Port Alfred (D9370)
hosts nearly 50 members of the KwaZulu-Natal
Youth Orchestra for a night while en route to
the National Arts Festival in Makhanda (formerly
Grahamstown). A free matinee for the town’s
seniors was held in the afternoon, which
was followed by a fundraiser concert for the
community in the evening. Hard at work preparing
the tea for the seniors’ concert are Rotarians
Heather Rader and Julie Beer with President Ray
Oliver and his wife, Carol.

The Anns of the Rotary Club of Helderberg (D9350) distributed SUBZ Packs, containing reusable panties
and pads, at a junior school in Somerset West. Money for this was raised at the district conference.
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MEET THE 2019/20 PRESIDENTS

Athol Rice
Hout Bay, 9350

Sathie Moodliar
Chatsworth, 9370

Koos Stassen E-Club of
Greater Cape Town, 9350

Des van Jaarsveld
Swellendam 9350

Malloshnee Pillay (Ann)
Chatsworth, 9370

Frank Matose
Pinelands, 9350

Rocky Naidoo
Durban Merewent, 9370

James Hay
Blouberg, 9350

Horst Meyer
Pietersburg 100, 9400

Anastasia Demertzis
Pretoria East, 9400

Ian Suttie
Grahamstown, 9370

Sastri Naidoo
Phoenix, 9370

Lara Kirkpatrick (Ann)
Pietersburg 100, 9400

Garrik Oliver
Estcourt, 9370

Sipho Radebe
Pietermaritzburg, 9370

Willie du Plessis
Bonza Bay, 9370
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WELCOMED AND HONOURED

DG David Holtzhausen, President Koos Stassen (third and fourth from right) and District Membership Director June
Webber (right) with the 15 new members of the Rotary E-Club of Greater Cape Town (D9350).

Roz Sandham is a new
member of the Rotary
E-Club of Southern Africa
D9400.

Agonia Chopamba Kamba
is a new member of the
Rotary E-Club of Southern
Africa D9400.

Leslie John Morison is a
new member of the Rotary
E-Club of Southern Africa
D9400.

Andre Schrier is a new
member of the Rotary Club
of Bonza Bay (D9370).

Several members of the Rotary Club of Pretoria East (D9400) were awarded 100 percent
attendance certificates.

PDG Greg Stathacopoulos
is a new member of the
Rotary E-Club of Southern
Africa D9400.
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Yoshlin Govender , Shaun Pillay and Kathrine Kistnasami
are new members of the Rotary Club of Durban Merewent
(D9370).

Toni Krull received a
community services award
from the Rotary Club of
Gonubie (D9370).

Cheryl Jacoby is an
honorary member of the
Rotary Club of Gonubie
(D9370).

Malvern Chikana is a new
member of the Rotary
E-Club of Greater Cape
Town (D9350).

Stuart Minnaar is a new
member of the Rotary
E-Club of Greater Cape
Town (D9350).

Lianne du Toit is a new
member of the Rotary
E-Club of Greater Cape
Town (D9350).

Samantha Fourie is an
honorary member of the
Rotary Club of Gonubie
(D9370).

Wendy Scorgie was
recognised as a Paul
Harris Fellow by the
Rotary Club of Kloof
(D9370).

Andrena Foster was
recognised as a Paul
Harris Fellow by the
Rotary Club of Kloof
(D9370).

Dr Ojen Narain received
the President’s Top Gun
award from the Rotary
Club of Chatsworth High
Noon (D9370).

Gotz von Westernhagen
received a certificate of
appreciation from the
Rotary Club of Gonubie
(D9370).

The Rotary Anns of Chatsworth (D9370) received the District 9370 Anns’ Club of the
Year award. With the Anns is DGA Lisa Stander.
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Lynne Hall was recognised
as Rotarian of the Year
by the Rotary Club of
Gonubie (D9370).

ACCOMMODATION OFFERED
*** B&B ACCOMMODATION in Kimberley.
Staying over in Kimberley? The Nook B&B
*** Semi-Self Catering B&B offers excellent
accommodation and rates. All rooms luxury ensuite with private entrance and secure parking.
Close to CBD and places of interest. For more
info contact Rtn Rob Gibson at 072 116 8390
Web: www.thenookbnb.co.za
‘ABOVE THE WAVES’ IN SIMON’S
TOWN! A self-catering, one-bedroom flat
for 2 with sunroom and magnificent view of
False Bay. A stone’s throw from the beach,
close to Cape Point and the penguin colony
in the picturesque, historical Simon’s Town.
Off street parking, free WiFi. Flat R750p/n.
Contact 021 786 3331 or peteandme@
mweb.co.za
KIMBERLEY’S GUM TREE Lodge offers budget
accommodation (200 Beds) from R180 pp in
backpackers to R500 double en-suite. Meals in
adjacent Gumtree Lodge Restaurant (Licensed).
Your host Debbie. Tel: 053 832 8577, Cell 083 352
3822, Fax: 053 831 5409, E-mail: gumtreelodge@
telkomsa.net Website: www.gumtreelodge.com
MISCELLANEOUS
CONSTANTIABERG FUNERAL HOME: Sensitive,
dignified and personal service by Alan Lindhorst
– all hours, anywhere within 200km of Cape
Town. Very reasonable prices & premiums. Cnr
Kenilworth & Rosmead Ave, Kenilworth.
021 671 2400 or 083 653 6536.

SCOTTBURGH

NEWLY
REFURBISHED

122 en-suite rooms.
Overlooking beach. Airport
transfers arranged.
Daily and evening
entertainment.
Special rates for seniors.
Tel: 039 978 3361
Fax: 039 976 0971
Email: info@bluemarlin.co.za
www.bluemarlin.co.za

AMAKHOSI CONTAINER SALES
STORAGE : REFRIGERATED : CONVERSIONS
BEST PRICES AND QUALITY : 3m, 6m, 12m
29 YEARS EXPERIENCE

DENNIS WESLEY:

083 733 6208

dennisw@acsales.co.za

HELP KIDS IN NEED SUCCEED!

DONATE a Sc
hool Bag TO
DAY
and help a ch
ild in need.

O N LY

R100

Join East Ran
d Stereo &
to support eduRotary Boksburg
cation.

“A School Bag For All” Campaign aims to provide
underprivileged school children the necessary
School Kit to enhance their dignity
and encourage confidence.
Contact Derek Fox on 082 886 0651
derek@succeedbrokers.com
Noel Wauchope on 082 486 7330
noshawzz@global.co.za

Club of Boksburg
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Experience

Aloha

IN PARADISE

Honolulu, Hawaii, USA | 6-10 June 2020
Register today at riconvention.org

HONOLULU
HAWAII 2020

